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The rise of the

‘My tattoo is a celebration’
Mum-of-two Alex King, 52,
had a tattoo to mark the end
of cancer treatment in 2010

S

MIDLIFE
TATTOO

More and more older women are getting
inked. Would you take the plunge?

W

hen you
hit your
forties,
some
things
definitely become less
appealing – dancing until
dawn and the sale rail at
Topshop for starters!
But how about getting your
first tattoo? Well, midlife
tattooing is on the
rise and it’s a trend
being embraced by
cool women and
celebs everywhere.
Jennifer Aniston
had her first tattoo
– in memory of her
dog Norman – etched on her
foot when she was 42 and

Dawn French and Jennifer
Saunders had matching star
tattoos to mark the end of
their 2009 Australian tour.
Presenter Fern Britton had
two butterflies inked on to
her tummy when she was 53
and Felicity Kendal got her first
tattoo – a star on her foot – at
63. Susan Sarandon went under
the needle at 60 and Judi Dench
recently had Carpe
Diem tattooed on
her wrist for her
81st birthday. Even
Question Time host
David Dimbleby had
a scorpion on his
shoulder at 75.
Actress Helen Mirren, 71,
who already has interlocking

‘Every
celebrity
has one’

Where to dare
Words Kirstin Chaplin Photos Rex

Kevin Paul, tattooist with a celeb clientele, has good
advice if you are thinking of going under the needle…
While it’s true some areas of the body stretch more than
others over the years, ageing skin shouldn’t stop you
having a tattoo wherever you want, says Kevin.
‘If you visit a professional tattooist you can have a
tattoo anywhere,’ he explains. ‘The place that probably
loses most elasticity is the stomach, so I’d generally
advise to stay away from that area of the body. But really,
it’s all about the tattooist.
‘A good tattooist knows how to work with every type of
skin, so it should never be an issue.
‘At the end of the day you should have it where you
really want it because you will only regret it if you don’t.’
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V symbols above
her left thumb,
is also said to be
considering a
whole sleeve of
snake tattoos. ‘As
you get older, I
think it’s a better
and better idea,’
she said.
And they’re
Dame
not alone. Last
Helen
year a YouGov
is V
poll revealed
happ
y
one in 10 people
gets their first
tattoo after the age of 45. It’s
also estimated a quarter of
40- to 59-year-olds now have
tattoos compared to just 15
per cent of 18- to 24-year-olds.

Kevin with client
Harry Styles

Jennifer
Aniston
had her
first
tattoo
when she
was 42

itting at the traffic lights,
a thought popped into my
head. I could either turn
right to go home, or left and go
to the tattoo place. I turned left.
Until that moment I’d never
even considered having a tattoo –
they were for sailors and young
people! But having just come
through nine harrowing months of
breast cancer treatment, still with
no hair and feeling gross, I wanted
to do something to celebrate my
survival and have a permanent
reminder of what I’d been through.
Walking into the shop, I did feel
a little self-conscious. Everyone
was pierced and tattooed up to
the eyeballs and here was me – a
rather conservative mum-of-two!
‘I bet you don’t get many people
like me in here,’ I joked with the
pink-haired girl who greeted me.
‘Actually we do!’ she said.
I booked an appointment and

It’s a trend celebrity tattooist
Kevin Paul (kevinpaultattoo.
co.uk) has seen at his shop in
Derby. And it’s not just simple
designs women want either!

Big statement

‘It’s very rare that people
come in for something small
nowadays,’ says Kevin, whose
client list includes Harry
Styles and Ed Sheeran. ‘Ten
years ago people would pop
in for a little rose but the
majority of older people
want big pieces now.’
There has been a shift in
thinking, he says. ‘Tattoos
are everywhere. Every
celebrity has one and
fashion is highly
promoted with
tattooed people.
Subconsciously

Sign of the
times – Susan
Sarandon at 60

Jen’s
tribute to
Norman

went back a few days later to
have the word Survivor and a
little butterfly on my wrist.
The butterfly represents my
freedom from the disease and
is coloured in pink and green in
honour of Cancer Research UK
and Macmillan Nurses, who both
helped me so much.
I absolutely love my tattoo and
totally get how they become
addictive. I am thinking of having
Carpe Diem on my other wrist next
because my whole life attitude has
changed. I want to seize the day,
be happy, take opportunities and
live life to the max.
u Alex is supporting Cancer
Research UK’s campaign to beat
cancer sooner. Visit cruk.org

all you’re seeing is tattooed
people from all walks of life
and of every age.’
‘Having a tattoo can be
very empowering,’ says
personal life coach Annette
Greenwood (annette
greenwood.com). ‘The
attitudes of women in
their fifties and sixties has
changed. They’re more
relaxed about life and
those inhibitions that
were around years and
years ago are gone.
They don’t care what
people think as much
as they used to.’

Alex is
living life
to the max

acceptance for body art,
tattoo studios have
become more accessible.
‘Tattoo shops are
everywhere now,’ says Kevin
‘They’re in villages, towns
and cities, and they’re more
upmarket these days. They
look more like posh hair salons.’

Meaningful

Of course tattoo trends come
and go. Remember the barbed
wire, Celtic bands and tribal
markings of the 90s?
The way to avoid a tattoo
faux pas is to choose a design
that’s meaningful to you.
‘The new trend is pocket
watches,’ says Kevin. ‘But you
know in five years’ time people
will regret them. I try to warn
people away from fashion and
to choose something personal.’
As well as a change in public

Felicity
Kendal
has …

…a little
star on
her foot
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